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Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) have given rise to numerous visual analytics applications at the edge of the Internet.

The image is typically captured by cameras and then live-streamed to edge servers for analytics due to the prohibitive cost

of running CNN on computation-constrained end devices. A critical component to ensure low-latency and accurate visual

analytics oloading over low bandwidth networks is image compression which minimizes the amount of visual data to oload

and maximizes the decoding quality of salient pixels for analytics. Despite the wide adoption, JPEG standards and traditional

image compression techniques do not address the accuracy of analytics tasks, leading to inefective compression for visual

analytics oloading. Although recent machine-centric image compression techniques leverage sophisticated neural network

models or hardware architecture to support the accuracy-bandwidth trade-of, they introduce excessive latency in the visual

analytics oloading pipeline. This paper presents CICO, a Context-aware Image Compression Optimization framework to

achieve low-bandwidth and low-latency visual analytics oloading. CICO contextualizes image compression for oloading by

employing easily-computable low-level image features to understand the importance of diferent image regions for a visual

analytics task. Accordingly, CICO can optimize the trade-of between compression size and analytics accuracy. Extensive

real-world experiments demonstrate that CICO reduces the bandwidth consumption of existing compression methods by up

to 40% under comparable analytics accuracy. Regarding the low-latency support, CICO achieves up to a 2x speedup over

state-of-the-art compression techniques.

CCS Concepts: · Human-centered computing→ Ubiquitous and mobile computing; · Computing methodologies→

Machine learning approaches.

Additional Key Words and Phrases: Deep Learning, Image Compression, Computation Oloading

1 INTRODUCTION

With the advancement in Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) [18, 22, 39], visual analytics tasks (herein
referred to as vision apps) such as human face recognition [36], pedestrian detection [8], or traic monitoring [28]
have been deployed at the edge of the Internet. Typically, the image is captured by the cameras of end devices,
e.g., drones in the air or underwater. Due to the computation constraints of the camera end devices and the
prohibitive cost of running CNN models on these end devices, the captured images are encoded, live-streamed to
edge servers, and decoded for analysis, i.e., visual analytics oloading, (Figure 1).

To guarantee the performance of vision apps at the edge, the network bandwidth required for visual analytics
oloading must be minimized because of the challenging network conditions. For example, capturing and
oloading images for object detection in drones requires us to minimize the oloading bandwidth since the
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Fig. 1. Illustration of visual analytics ofloading.

network connection between the drone and edge server can be highly dynamic or even intermittent. Moreover,
the latency of the whole visual analytics oloading pipeline, from encoding to decoding, must be minimal to
support time-sensitive vision apps. For example, during a victim search in a ire incident, images of the ireighting
site should be sent to the command center for analysis as soon as possible so that commanders can guide the
rescue operation efectively.
The key to achieving the low-bandwidth and low-latency visual analytics oloading is to minimize the size

of images to oload through image compression. Well-known image compression standards such as JPEG [46],
and JPEG2000 [43] focus on improving the visual quality of the reconstructed images under limited network
bandwidth. However, they cannot consider the analytics accuracy when applied to image oloading in vision
apps.
Machine-centric image compression [14] has been proposed to address this limitation by both enhancing

the accuracy of vision apps’ object detection and/or classiication, and minimizing the size of the data to be
oloaded. CNN-driven compression [2, 3, 38, 48] is one category of such techniques. These methods employ
CNN models to encode an image into a vector at the end device for oloading and use generative models
to reconstruct the image at the server. They can compress images into smaller sizes than traditional image
compression standards while preserving the quality of reconstructed images. However, these approaches usually
require heavy computation power (e.g., GPU) to perform encoding (on the end device) and/or to decode (on
the edge server) through sophisticated CNN models [2, 3, 38], which could incur excessive end-to-end latency
in the oloading pipeline for vision apps. The other category of machine-centric compression ś server-driven
compression [14, 30] compresses images for oloading adaptively based on the information sent from the edge
server that indicates the importance of image regions. Nevertheless, the server feedback introduces an additional
delay before the data can be compressed for oloading. If the delay is signiicant, the regions of interest (ROI) sent
by the edge server can deviate from the ROI currently captured, and the compression performance will degrade.
In this paper, we remedy the aforementioned issues of existing image compression techniques by proposing

CICO 1, Context-aware Image Compression Optimization. CICO is a lightweight framework that contextualizes
and optimizes image compression for low-bandwidth and low-latency visual analytics oloading in vision apps.
As low-level image features such as STAR [1] and FAST [40] relect high-level image semantics that is of interest
to the vision apps, CICO learns such a relationship and utilizes it to identify the importance of diferent image
regions for a vision app. Accordingly, CICO optimizes the trade-of between compression size and analytics
accuracy. By putting the compression of each image region under a vision app into a context, CICO can minimize
the required network bandwidth for visual analytics oloading while preserving the analytics accuracy. By
employing image features that can be computed eiciently in the runtime, CICO allows images to be compressed,
oloaded, and reconstructed in a minimal end-to-end latency. To the best of our knowledge, CICO is the irst

1CICO is pronounced as "k-i-k-o".
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compression framework that achieves low-bandwidth and low-latency visual analytics oloading while ensuring
analytics accuracy.
Realizing CICO requires us to overcome two challenges.
1. How to make the relationship between image features and image compression learnable? The

basic principle of CICO is that the image region with a higher density of important image features should have a
higher compression quality, i.e., less information loss. To achieve this goal, design choices like 1) the signiicance
of diferent features in a particular vision app and 2) the mapping from the feature density to the compression
quality have to be made. We innovatively propose the context-aware compression module (CCM) within the CICO
framework that models the above design choices into learnable parameters (referred to as the coniguration). The
CCM is a generic module that can be built on top of any other compression methods such that the compression
methods will it a vision app in a better way.

2. How to conduct the learning to compress images? An essential step in CICO is to make the CCM aware
of and optimized for the target vision app. To this end, we model the selection of the coniguration of the CCM
into a multi-objective optimization (MOO) problem. The variable is the coniguration and the objectives are 1)
maximizing the analytics accuracy regarding the vision app, e.g., the top-1 accuracy for image classiication and
the mean average precision (mAP) for object detection [15], and 2) minimizing the size of data to be oloaded.
Solving the MOO problem means deriving its Pareto front, which is non-trivial because of the ininite design space
of the coniguration and the costly evaluation of a coniguration. We address these issues with the compression

optimizer (CO) within the CICO framework that optimizes the choice of conigurations and eiciently evaluates
each coniguration. The CO inds oline the optimal set of conigurations for the CCM in a reasonable amount of
time.
We evaluate CICO by focusing on two vision apps (image classiication and object detection) and two end

devices (Raspberry Pi 4 Model B and Nvidia Jetson Nano) in two network environments (WiFi and LTE networks).
By comparing CICO with traditional JPEG standard and a CNN-based compression method [48], our extensive
results demonstrate that CICO improves the accuracy-bandwidth trade-ofs of JPEG and CNN-based encoders
and achieves lower end-to-end latency and higher processing speed for visual analytics oloading. Speciically,
CICO reduces the size of oloaded images compressed by existing compression techniques by up to 40% while
reaching comparable analytics accuracy. Regarding the support for low-latency vision apps, CICO achieves up to
a 2× speedup over state-of-the-art compression techniques.
The contribution of this paper is summarized as follows.

• We propose CICO, a novel and lightweight framework that contextualizes and optimizes image compression
for low-bandwidth and low-latency oloading in vision apps.
• We model and solve the image compression as an MOO oline, allowing online compression to be context-
aware with minimal impact on the latency.
• We optimize JPEG and a CNN-based encoder with CICO and conduct extensive evaluations to validate
CICO’s low-bandwidth and low-latency beneits.

For the remainder of this paper, we irst discuss the motivation and the related work in Section 3. Then, we
present an overview of the system architecture in Section 5. Two key components in CICO, the context-aware
compression module, and the compression optimizer, are detailed in Section 4 and Section 6, respectively. CICO
is evaluated in Section 7, which is followed by the discussion in Section 8 and the conclusion in Section 9.

2 MOTIVATION

Low-level image features (referred to as features) abstract image information and are highly related to the vision
app. If used appropriately, they could provide the context to enhance image compression in a lightweight manner.
In essence, features are calculated by making a binary decision at every pixel on whether it meets a certain
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Fig. 2. Low-level image features indicate diferent ROI.

criterion, e.g., STAR [1], FAST [40], and ORB [41]. Our observation is that diferent features indicate diferent
ROIs. As shown in Figure 2, we apply three feature extraction methods, FAST (red points), STAR (green points),
and ORB (blue points), to two images. The irst column shows the original image and the second column shows
the detected feature points. For the image in the irst row, the image area with a high density of ORB feature
points contains the person suring. For the image in the second row, the image area with a high density of FAST
feature points contains the tree. These results conirm that low-level image features correlate to high-level vision
apps. More importantly, unlike computation-intensive CNN features [2, 38], these features can be detected in a
lightweight manner. Given a target vision app, we expect the compression algorithm to learn to locate ROI (i.e.,
the context) by using these features and perform low-bandwidth and low-latency image compression accordingly.

3 RELATED WORK

3.1 Image Compression

3.1.1 Human-Centric Image Compression. Human-centric image compression is adopted to compress images
that humans will view. It aims at preserving the visual quality of images for better viewing experiences, which
can be categorized into traditional and learned methods.
Traditional methods. Traditional image compression techniques like JPEG [46], JPEG2000 [43], Better

Portable Graphics (BPG) [5], and WebP [20] aim at preserving the visual quality of images. The traditional
approach starts with dividing the image into 8 × 8 macroblocks and operating on the YUV components. The
basic idea mainly consists of three steps, 1) discrete cosine transform (DCT) that extracts DCT coeicients from
the YUV components, 2) quantization that divides DCT coeicients in all macroblocks by a quantization table
and rounds results to integers, and 3) entropy encoding that applies Hufman coding to the quantized DCT
coeicients.

Learned methods. Due to the advancement of deep learning [27], the image codec can be represented purely
by deep neural networks and trained end-to-end, i.e., the autoencoder [2ś4, 38]. The autoencoder employs a neural
network to encode an image into a feature vector and another neural network to reconstruct the image from the
vector. In addition, a neural network is used to predict the likelihood of symbols in the feature vector, which
makes entropy coding possible. The lexibility and learnability of deep neural networks allow the autoencoder to
compress images into a much smaller size than traditional compression techniques, e.g., JPEG.
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Unlike these techniques focusing on visual quality, CICO focuses on maximizing the accuracy regarding vision
apps and minimizing the data to be oloaded.

3.1.2 Machine-Centric Image Compression. Machine-centric image compression techniques assist computation
oloading by encoding an image at the end device, transferring it to the edge server, and decoding it to be processed
by a vision application. The goal is to optimize the metrics of the vision application and reduce bandwidth usage.
Machine-centric image compression techniques can be categorized into standalone and server-driven compression
based on whether the encoder requires server-side feedback.

Standalone. Standalone machine-centric image compression does not require server-side feedback to work. It
could adopt traditional image compression methods like JPEG for easy accessibility. However, the auto-encoders
are better for this task since they can be trained to optimize the metrics of the vision application, while traditional
methods cannot. However, the encoding part of the auto-encoder demands sophisticated models to extract latent
features from the image, which places a drastic computation burden on end devices with limited computation
capabilities. To deal with this problem, DeepCOD [48] and DCCOI [9] adopt an łimbalancedž autoencoder that
consists of a lightweight encoder and a relatively more complex decoder. The limitation is that heavy computation
capability, e.g., GPUs such as Nvidia Titan V and Nvidia GeForce GTX Titan X, are required at the edge server to
reconstruct images in real-time.

Server-driven. Serve-driven compression has been proposed to exploit the server-side ROI feedback to drive
spatial quality adaptation at the end devices [14, 30]. The limitation is that the additional delay introduced by
device-server communication can lead to excessive end-to-end latency and hamper spatial quality adaptation.
There are also approaches [47] that utilize features of interest provided by scientists to partition and compress
data heuristically. However, it is non-trivial to ind the best coniguration for this heuristic approach or generalize
it to compress a diferent type of data.

Unlike these standalone and server-driven compression techniques that bring unacceptable end-to-end latency
for visual analytics oloading, CICO seeks a lightweight compression algorithm that would result in minimal
latency in the oloading pipeline. Furthermore, CICO adopts a more generalizable approach that models image
compression into an MOO problem and searches for the optimal coniguration on the Pareto front without any
other prior domain knowledge. This work is an extension of a previous conference paper [11]. Our new designs
include a context adapter in the system architecture that selects coniguration based on task requirements, a
feature selector in context-aware compression, and detailed explanations of multi-objective Bayesian optimization.

3.2 Multi-Objective Optimization

The multi-objective optimization (MOO) problem targets at the coniguration denoted by � = (�1, ...�� ) ∈ Ψ ⊆ IR� ,
where � is the dimension of the coniguration and Ψ is the set of all feasible conigurations (also known as the
design space) in the MOO problem. The goal of the MOO problem is to ind conigurations that maximize�
objective functions, i.e.,

max
� ∈Ψ

� (� ) = (�1 (� ), ..., �� (� )) ⊆ IR�, (1)

where� = 1, 2, ....
In the case of� = 1, the conigurations � ∈ Ψ can be easily ordered according to the objective function � (� ).

When� >= 2, the dominance relation is introduced to partially order conigurations in the design space. We say
� is dominated by �

′
when

� ≺ �
′

=

{

�� (� ) ≤ �� (�
′
) ∀� = 1, ...,�

�� (� ) < �� (�
′
) ∃� = 1, ...,�

(2)
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If a coniguration is not dominated by any other feasible coniguration, this coniguration is Pareto optimal. There
exists a set of Pareto optimal conigurations Ω such that

Ω = {� |¬∃�
′

� .� .� ≺ �
′

, �
′

∈ Ψ}. (3)

Ω is also called the exact Pareto front of Ψ, which is the solution for the MOO problem. Additionally, any subset

Ω̂ ⊆ Ψ is an approximate Pareto front. Due to the diiculty in inding the exact Pareto front for certain problems,

the goal becomes inding the approximate Pareto front Ω̂, which is as close as possible to the exact Pareto front Ω.
Practical problems like the design of embedded systems [6, 10, 35] and neural network architectures [31, 44]

have been modeled and solved as the MOO problem. The main challenge is the large design space, making
exhaustive searching expensive. To address this issue, design space exploration (DSE) approaches have been
proposed to explore the design space eiciently, which are categorized into heuristics-based and model-based
approaches.

Heuristics-based DSE approaches exploit domain knowledge to remove sub-optimal conigurations [19, 24],
identify the importance of parameters in the coniguration [16], or guide the direction of the exploration of
conigurations [13, 35].
Model-based DSE approaches assume little prior knowledge about the MOO problem but build models

to assist DSE, e.g., Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NGSA II) [12] and Multi-objective Bayesian
Optimization (MOBO) [17, 45].
In this paper, we take the irst attempt to model image compression in CICO into an MOO problem that

simultaneously optimizes the accuracy of the vision app and the oloading bandwidth.
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Compression
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Raw
Image
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Context DerivationFeature
Selection

Selected
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Fig. 3. Context-aware Compression Module

4 CONTEXT-AWARE COMPRESSION

The context-aware compression module (Figure 3) is a key component of our system. It consists of feature
extraction, context derivation, base compression, and feature selection.

Feature extraction. Low-level feature extraction distills information from input images eiciently. We start
with a set of low-level image features represented by Γ = {� (1) , ..., � (� ) }, where � ( � ) is the j-th image feature
and� is the number of classes of features. Common image feature extraction such as STAR [1], FAST [40], and
ORB [41] can be applied to the input image � for extracting feature points.
Context Derivation. Context derivation eiciently translates low-level image features to the context, per-

formed in the following three steps.

1) Tiling. By spatially dividing a raw image � into � equal-sized tiles, where each tile is indexed by � ∈ {1, ..., � },

we can get the vector of feature density � ( � ) = (�
( � )
1 , ..., �

( � )
�
) for the j-th feature, � = 1, ..., � . �

( � )
� represents the

feature density of the j-th feature in the i-th tile. Note that
∑�

�=1 �
( � )
� = 1, � = 1, ..., � .

2) Weighting. We deine the vector of weighted density � to represent the weighted density contributed by all
features in each tile, i.e., � = (�1, ..., �� ). The vector of weights � = (�1, ..., �� ) describes the importance of
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diferent features. The weighted density is calculated as the dot product of the vector of feature density and the

vector of weights, i.e., �� =
∑�

�=1 � ��
( � )
� , � ∈ {1, ..., � }. Note that �� ∈ [0, 1] and

∑�
�=1 �� = 1.

3) Non-linear Transform. We use the nonlinear function �(·; �) deined on [0, 1] to map the vector of weighted
density � to the vector of compression quality � = (�1, ..., �� ), where �� = �(�� ; �) ∈ [0, 1] indicates the com-
pression quality of the i-th tile. � is a hyper-parameter. A higher compression quality implies less information
loss after compression.

Base compression. Base compression utilizes the context to perform adaptive compression with an existing
compression method, e.g., JPEG. Speciically, we apply the existing compression method to diferent tiles in the
image � based on the compression quality in that tile. For example, diferent quantization tables in JPEG can be
selected for a tile based on its compression quality. The base compression is denoted by �

′
= C(� ;�), where C

represents the compression operation.
The compression coniguration is � = (� , �). For clarity, the derivation of the context can be treated as a

mapping � from the input image � to the compression quality �, i.e., � = � (� ;� ). Finally, the CCM can be expressed
as

�
′

= C(� ; � (� ;� )). (4)

Feature selection. Low-level image features are crucial to context-aware compression. However, it is non-
trivial because it is unknown to the system designer how each low-level image feature afects the outcome of a
speciic task and the compression speed. Thus, we design the feature selection to automatically learn and select
low-level image features. Speciically, the system designer initializes feature extraction with a few well-known
features [1, 33, 40ś42]. Then, the weight of features in each tile can be derived in context derivation. We average
the weights of each feature and select the features with the highest weights. The number of features is selected
to ensure the feature extraction and the compression time meet the real-time requirements, e.g., 30 fps.
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Compressed
Image

Vision App

Raw
Image

Reconstructed
Image

CCM(en) CCM(de)
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Config
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Data
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Analyzer Analytics Result
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Image Size

Metrics: Accuracy , BW Reduction

Reconstructed
Image

Profile

Offline Profiling Online Image Analytics

End Device Edge Server

Context
Adapter

Config

Task Requirements

Fig. 4. System Architecture

5 SYSTEM OVERVIEW

As shown in Figure 4, the architecture of CICO can be split into the oline proiling stage that learns the proile
to correctly perform context-aware compression and the online compression stage that applies context-aware
compression based on the proile.

5.1 Ofline Profiling Stage

In the oline proiling stage, the compression optimizer (CO) interacts with the context-aware compression module

(CCM) and the vision app to establish the proile for online compression in the following ive steps.
1. Initialization. The CO irst samples raw images from the training data and a coniguration from unexplored

ones to be evaluated.
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2. Encoding. The CCM compresses the sampled images with its encoder, CCM(en), based on the sampled
coniguration. The size of the compressed images will be recorded for further optimization.
3. Decoding. The CCM decompresses the encoded images with its decoder, CCM(de), and feeds them to the

vision app.
4. Image Processing. After receiving the decoded images, the vision app performs analysis via CNN models

and records the analytics result, e.g., accuracy, for further optimization.
5. Metrics Collection. The performance analyzer collects the size of compressed images and the analytics

result. They are translated into two metrics: bandwidth reduction ratio (the portion of image data reduced for
oloading) and accuracy, respectively. These metrics are forwarded to the compression optimizer.

6. Optimization. The CO takes the sampled coniguration and the resulting metrics as input. Then, it analyzes
the historical performance of all selected conigurations and learns to select the next coniguration that achieves
high bandwidth reduction and accuracy.

The proile consists of explored conigurations that are Pareto optimal regarding the accuracy and bandwidth
reduction ratio. In other words, the proile is the approximate Pareto front on the training data.

5.2 Online Compression Stage

The online compression stage consists of four steps: context adaptation, context-aware encoding, decoding, and
image processing.

1. Context adaptation. The context adapter selects the optimal coniguration from the proile based on task
requirements, e.g., the bandwidth and accuracy, speciied by the system administrator.

2. Context-aware encoding. Next, the conigured CCM compresses raw images from the user based on the
selected coniguration.
3. Decoding. Then, the compressed images are oloaded to the cloud server and decoded.
4. Image processing. Finally, the decoded images are processed by CNN models in the cloud server.
The oline stage ensures the online stage can handle diferent task requirements resulting from varying

network and application-speciic changes. In the following, we present details of the context-aware compression
module and the compression optimizer in Section 4 and Section 6, respectively.

6 COMPRESSION OPTIMIZER

Data Sampler

Sampled Config

Sampled Image

Explored cfg

Performance
Analyzer

Ac
cu

ra
cy

BW Reduction

Metrics

Exploration
Optimizer

Historical Data

Training Data

MOBOUnexplored Config

Profile

Fig. 5. Compression Optimizer

The compression optimizer consists of the exploration optimizer and the data sampler, as shown in Figure 5. The
exploration optimizer generates conigurations to be evaluated based on the accuracy and bandwidth reduction of
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previously evaluated conigurations. The data sampler randomly samples a subset of the data for each evaluation.
We will irst formulate image compression via the CCM into an MOO problem and discuss challenges. Then, we
detail how the challenges are addressed by the exploration optimizer and the data sampler.

6.1 Problem Formulation

With Equation 4, the CCM can transform an image dataset D into a compressed image dataset D
′
= {�

′
|�
′
=

C(� ; � (� ;� )), � ∈ D}, which will be sent to the edge server, decoded and processed by CNN models. The
coniguration afects metrics like the accuracy � regarding the vision app and the bandwidth reduction � .

The accuracy is calculated based on the result returned by the vision app ((d) in Figure 4) and the ground truth.
For simplicity, it is represented by � = V(� ;D) = V(� ), whereV is an abstraction for accuracy metrics like the
top-1 accuracy and the mAP.

The bandwidth reduction is calculated by � = 1 −
∑

�
′
∈D
′ |�
′
|

∑

� ∈D |� |
= R(� ;D) = R(� ), where | · | represents the size

of an image. A higher value of � means a smaller size after compression and more loss of information.
We aim at inding conigurations that maximize both the accuracy and the bandwidth reduction, which can be

formulated into a multi-objective optimization (MOO) problem as in Equation 5.

max
� ∈Ψ

� (� ) = (V(� ),R(� )) ⊆ IR2, (5)

where Ψ = {� ∈ IR� |�� ∈ [0, 1], � = 1, ..., �} is the design space. The goal of the compression optimizer is to ind

the approximate Pareto front Ω̂ ⊆ Ψ of the MOO problem deined in Equation 5.
Challenges. A naive implementation of the compression optimizer can follow these steps to ind the approxi-

mate Pareto front:

1) draw a random set of conigurations from the design space, where each coniguration is sampled with the same
probability, i.e., randomized exploration (RE),

2) evaluate each coniguration over the whole dataset to obtain objectives, i.e., the accuracy and the bandwidth
reduction, and

3) ind the Pareto front of explored conigurations.

However, there are two problems with this naive implementation: 1) exploration ineiciency: the ininite design
space makes it challenging for RE to obtain a good approximate Pareto front, and 2) evaluation ineiciency: it is
time-consuming to evaluate objectives over the whole dataset.

6.2 Exploration Optimizer

Exploration ineiciency. To understand the exploration ineiciency problem, we conducted a preliminary
experiment to investigate the oline proiling regarding the vision app-based on image classiication. It is
implemented with Meta Pseudo Labels (MPL) [37], the state-of-the-art image classiication method, to classify
images in the CIFAR10 dataset [26]. The base compression encodes and decodes the image with the linear
interpolation method, which is implemented with the resize() function in OpenCV [7]. A lower compression
quality means a smaller size after encoding and more information loss. The whole training set of CIFAR10 is
used to evaluate objectives, and RE is irst adopted to select 100 conigurations from the design space. The
conigurations explored by RE are presented in Figure 6(a), where each point represents the performance of a
coniguration (top-1 accuracy, bandwidth reduction). We can notice that the conigurations on the Pareto front
are unevenly sampled. Almost all explored conigurations result in a bandwidth reduction over 40% while only
one coniguration results in a lower bandwidth reduction (roughly 20%). Conigurations resulting in lower rates
and higher accuracy are rarely explored.
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Challenges. We are trying to solve the design space exploration (DSE) problem, which aims at pruning
unwanted conigurations. Though it has been studied in the design of embedded systems [6, 35], and neural
network architectures [31, 44], the design space in these problems is mostly inite, and heuristics can be exploited
to solve it. Our problem, however, has an ininite number of conigurations, and there is a lack of knowledge of the
impact of diferent knobs in the coniguration. The ininite number of conigurations makes DSE computationally
expensive. AWStream [49] has proposed to scale RE with up to 30 GPUs running in parallel, but this is not
afordable for everyone.

(a) Randomized Exploration (b) MOBO

Fig. 6. Explored configurations by RE and MOBO.

Multi-objective Bayesian optimization (MOBO). To practically solve our multi-objective optimization
problem with afordable computation costs, we must minimize the number of conigurations to an acceptable level.
Towards this, our insight is to utilize MOBO [17]. MOBO models complex objective functions, e.g., the accuracy
and the bandwidth reduction, with the Gaussian process. Thus, the number of objective function evaluations,
needed to approximate the Pareto front, can be reduced to the minimal value, which is efective when the function
evaluation is expensive like in our case. MOBO can be described in four steps: initialization, objective function
modeling, Pareto front approximation, and coniguration sampling.

1) Initialization: A few conigurations � (� ) , � = 1, 2, ..., ����� are randomly sampled in the design space and the
objective function � (� (� ) ) is evaluated given these conigurations. This step allows the MOBO algorithm to
have a basic understanding of how data is distributed.

2) Objective function modeling: Given the sampled coniguration and corresponding objective function values, a

model for objective functions can be constructed from a Gaussian process, i.e., � (� (� ) ) = �̂ (� (� ) ;�). Here, �
represents the hyper-parameters characterizing this model. Detailed equations can be found in [17].

3) Pareto front approximation: After a model is obtained by applying objective function modeling, it can then be
used to calculate an approximation to the Pareto front of the objectives. We utilize the NSGA II algorithm [31]
to ind the Pareto front approximation.

4) Coniguration sampling: To make the modeling and approximation more correct, we need to sample more
conigurations and evaluate them. Our sampling balances two goals: i) sampled conigurations are in the
vicinity of previous samples to get better modeling results (i.e., red points instead of blue points in Figure 5)
and ii) under-sampled regions can be suiciently sampled so we can correctly approximate the Pareto front
(the gray point in Figure 5).

DSE with MOBO. Algorithm 1 illustrates how MOBO is utilized in design space exploration. We irst set the
maximum number of iterations � and the number of samples for initialization ����� . Then, we initialize the set of
Pareto optimal conigurations Ω with ����� random conigurations and evaluate them (line 1). Next, we start a
loop to iterate over diferent conigurations with MOBO. In this loop, MOBO chooses a coniguration � based on
the history of explored conigurations and their performance (line 4). With the chosen coniguration � , we can
obtain its performance � and � by running compression and the vision app (line 5). If the chosen coniguration
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is not dominated by any other conigurations in the set Ω, we add this coniguration to Ω (line 6). Finally, we
add the coniguration and its performance to the history � . Figure 6(b) demonstrates the optimized exploration
achieved by MOBO, where the conigurations are more evenly distributed and closer to the exact Pareto front.

Algorithm 1 Design Space Exploration with MOBO

Require: The maximum number of iterations �
1: Ω ← {}

2: � ← {}

3: for � = 1, �++, � < � do

4: � ←MOBO(� )
5: � ←V(� )

6: � ← R(� )

7: if ¬∃�
′
∈ Ω, s.t., � ≺ �

′
then

8: Ω ← Ω
⋃

{� }

9: � ← �
⋃

{(� , �, � )}

6.3 Data Sampler

Evaluation ineiciency. To understand the evaluation ineiciency problem, we simulate a vision app that
runs YOLOv5 [23], the state-of-the-art object detection technique, on COCO2017 [29], a large-scale dataset for
object detection. COCO2017 contains 118, 287 images on its training set, where the objects would take over 5
hours to be detected with an Nvidia RTX 2080 GPU. This indicates that we need over 5 hours to evaluate a single
coniguration, which is not acceptable considering that inding a good approximate Pareto front usually requires
hundreds or even thousands of evaluations. The question is, do we really need to use the whole dataset to evaluate

a single coniguration?
Observations.We conducted an experiment to investigate how the objectives would respond to the change

in the size of the dataset. We randomly select a subset of conigurations A ⊆ Ψ and a subset of data D̂ ⊆
D. The accuracy and the bandwidth reduction averaged over conigurations in A can be calculated by � =

1
|A |

∑

� ∈AV(� ; D̂) and � =
1
|A |

∑

� ∈A R(� ; D̂), respectively. By varying the size of D̂ (referred to as the sampling

size), we collect the average values of objectives using diferent sampling sizes. The results for two vision apps
based on image classiication (with MPL on CIFAR10) and object detection (with YOLOv5 on COCO2017) are
shown in Figure 7(a) and Figure 7(b), respectively. We observe that although there are more than 50k images
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Fig. 7. Objectives vs. The Sampling Size.
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in CIFAR10 and more than 100k images in COCO2017, the objectives quickly converge and stabilize when the
sampling size reaches several thousand.
Solution. Based on this observation, we conigure the data sampler to randomly sample 100 × 32 images to

evaluate each coniguration for both image classiication and object detection, which signiicantly accelerates the
compression optimizer.

7 EVALUATION

7.1 Methodology

Applications.We evaluate CICO on two vision apps ś image classiication (CLS) and object detection (DET),
respectively.
For CLS, we apply Meta Pseudo Labels (MPL) [37] to classify the CIFAR10 dataset [26]. The CIFAR10 dataset

contains 60,000 color images. Each image in the dataset is labeled with one of 10 classes. The goodness metric we
adopt is the top-1 accuracy. The CIFAR10 dataset is divided into a training set of 50,000 images and a test set of
10,000 images.

For DET, we apply YOLOv5 [23] to detect objects in the COCO2017 dataset [29]. COCO2017 contains over 120k
color images. Each image contains one or multiple objects from 91 categories. The goodness metric we adopt is
the mean average precision (mAP). Speciically, we use mAP@0.5 as the metric, which means a bounding box is
correct if the intersection over union (IoU) and the ground truth is over 0.5. The COCO2017 dataset is divided
into a training set of 118,287 images and a test set of 5,024 images.

Hardware.We include two models of end devices ś Raspberry Pi 4 Model B and Nvidia Jetson Nano. Raspberry
Pi 4 Model B (denoted by RPi) is equipped with a Quad-core Cortex-A72 CPU @ 1.5GHz. Nvidia Jetson Nano
(denoted by Nano) is equipped with a Quad-core Cortex-A57 CPU @ 1.5GHz. We also include two types of
edge servers. One coniguration is a Linux desktop equipped with an Intel Core i9-8950HK CPU @ 2.90GHz
×8 (denoted by i9). The other coniguration is a Linux desktop equipped with an Intel Core i7-9700K CPU @
3.60GHz×12 (denoted by i7). The edge servers are connected to the campus network via a 1Gbps cable. The end
devices are connected to the Internet via WiFi or LTE, as detailed below.

Networking. We conducted our experiments in real-world networking environments, utilizing both WiFi and
LTE networks. In the case of WiFi, end devices were connected to the campus network, employing the 802.11ac
standard operating at 5 GHz with a bandwidth of 450 Mbps. For LTE, end devices utilized a mobile phone as a
hotspot, accessing 4G LTE networks with an upload bandwidth of 50 Mbps. The measurement in every testing
scenario is averaged over ive runs.

7.2 CICO setings

Base compression algorithm. We optimize two base compression algorithms with CICO, i.e., a traditional
compression technique and a CNN-based compression technique. For the traditional compression technique,
we adopt JPEG [21], the de facto standard for image compression. For the CNN-based compression technique,
we adopt the encoder in DeepCOD [48] (denoted by CNN). The image is compressed by a single-layer CNN, a
quantization layer, and an entropy encoding layer. In DeepCOD, the image is reconstructed using a sophisticated
CNN model consisting of residual networks and self-attention networks. To allow DeepCOD to run on our edge
servers with CPU, we adapt the decompression by applying compression operations in the reverse order, i.e., the
decoder of entropy encoding, dequantization, and up-sampling (linear interpolation). CICO-J and CICO-C denote
the proposed compression techniques. For CICO-J, we apply JPEG compression to tiles with the quantization table
of each tile selected based on the CICO-derived compression quality. A higher value of the compression quality
means smaller values in the quantization table and less information loss. For CICO-C, we apply single-layer
convolution to tiles with the stride of the convolution kernel, which is equal to the size of the kernel, chosen
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based on the compression quality of the tile. A higher value of the compression quality means a smaller stride of
the kernel and less information loss.

Low-level image feature. Considering the running time and the performance of diferent features in image
classiication and object detection, we use FAST [40], SIFT [33], and good features to track [42] in image
classiication, and STAR [1], FAST and ORB [41] in object detection.

Nonlinear function. The nonlinear function in the context-aware compression module (Figure 3) is deined
as shown in Equation 6.

�(� ; �) =

{

�1 + (�2 − �1) ∗ �
2�0−1 �0 ∈ [0.5, 1]

�1 + (�2 − �1) ∗ �
1

1−2�0 �0 ∈ [0, 0.5),
(6)

where � ∈ [0, 1] and � = (�0, �1, �2), �� ∈ [0, 1], � = 0, 1, 2. Figure 8 shows the shape of the nonlinear function
under diferent conigurations of � .
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Fig. 8. Illustration of the nonlinear function.

7.3 Accuracy-Bandwidth Trade-of
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Fig. 9. Accuracy-bandwidth trade-ofs (CLS).
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Fig. 10. Accuracy-bandwidth trade-ofs (DET).

In this subsection, we evaluate the accuracy-bandwidth trade-ofs of diferent approaches. Figure 9 and
Figure 10 show the accuracy-bandwidth trade-ofs evaluated with MPL and YOLOv5, respectively, where each
point represents the bandwidth reduction and the top-1 accuracy/mAP@0.5 of a coniguration. We observe that
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CICO-J and CICO-C outperform JPEG and the CNN-based encoder, respectively (curves higher in the igure). For
example, in Figure 9, compared to the bandwidth reduction of 76.9% and the top-1 accuracy of 79.8% achieved by
the CNN-based encoder, CICO-C can achieve a bandwidth reduction of 86.1% and a top-1 accuracy of 79.9%. In
other words, CICO reduces the size of compressed images by around 40% over the CNN encoder at the same level
of top-1 accuracy. CICO optimizes the accuracy-bandwidth trade-of while considering the spatial diferentiation
among diferent image regions. However, this is not addressed in the existing methods. On the one hand, JPEG
does not consider the analytics accuracy in the design space. On the other hand, the CNN encoder is essentially a
ixed-length encoder that does not address ROI because the convolution is equally applied to diferent image
regions.

In addition, we observe that, by comparing the curves of CICO-J and CICO-C versus JPEG and CNN, respectively,
CICO demonstrates more improvement near the center of the curve while less improvement at both ends of the
curve. The reason is that when the bandwidth reduction is close to the lower bound or upper bound of the base
compression, CICO tends to choose conigurations that assign the highest or the lowest compression quality to
all tiles, respectively. Near the center of the curve, CICO can reassign and adapt the compression quality of tiles
in a more efective way to improve the accuracy-bandwidth trade-of.

To statistically evaluate the improvement in the accuracy-bandwidth trade-of, i.e., the Pareto front on the test
data with the optimal coniguration, we introduce two metrics: hypervolume and coverage [34]. HypervolumeH
measures the area dominated by a Pareto front concerning a reference point. In our evaluation, the reference
point is set to (0, 0). Figure 11 shows the hypervolume of a Pareto front consisting of 3 conigurations, which
is represented by the area of the gray regions. A higher value in the hypervolume indicates a better accuracy-

bandwidth trade-of. Coverage � (Ω̂1, Ω̂2) calculates the percentage of conigurations in Ω̂1 that is dominated by

Ω̂2. We say a coniguration is dominated by a Pareto front if any coniguration on that Pareto front dominates

the coniguration. In Figure 12, the conigurations dominated by Ω̂1 or Ω̂2 are surrounded by dashed circles. We

can ind � (Ω̂1, Ω̂2) = 2/3. and � (Ω̂2, Ω̂1) = 1/3. A higher coverage implies a relatively better performance in the
accuracy-bandwidth trade-of.

Fig. 11. Hypervolume Metrics Fig. 12. Coverage Metrics

JPEG CNN CICO-J CICO-C

CLS 0.736 0.79 0.737 0.847

DET 0.531 0.506 0.532 0.509

Fig. 13. Hypervolume.

Table 13 shows the hypervolume of diferent approaches. The hypervolume of CICO-J and CICO-C outperforms
that of JPEG and the CNN-based encoder in image classiication and object detection, respectively. The coverage
of diferent pairs of approaches are presented in Table 1 (MPL) and Table 2 (YOLOv5). It is shown that the
accuracy-bandwidth trade-ofs of CICO-J (CICO-C) dominate most (over 70%) of that of JPEG (CNN).

Overall, CICO improves the accuracy-bandwidth trade-of of JPEG and the CNN-based encoder in vision apps
of both image classiication and object detection. This is mainly attributed to the data sampler and exploration
optimizer of CICO that were introduced in Section 6.

7.4 End-to-end Analysis

In this subsection, we analyze how CICO afects the end-to-end performance of visual analytics oloading,
including the end-to-end oloading latency and the system processing speed. To study the impact of CICO on
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Ω̂1

Ω̂2 JPEG CNN CICO-J CICO-C

JPEG 0 24 5.1 11.4

CNN 79.1 0 30.8 8.6

CICO-J 81.4 28.0 0 11.4

CICO-C 76.7 84.0 62.8 0

Table 1. Coverage � (Ω̂1, Ω̂2) (CLS).

Ω̂1

Ω̂2 JPEG CNN CICO-J CICO-C

JPEG 0 85.2 0 89.4

CNN 3.6 0 4.3 18.8

CICO-J 92.7 83.6 0 89.4

CICO-C 3.6 70.5 4.3 0

Table 2. Coverage � (Ω̂1, Ω̂2) (DET).

diferent hardware architectures, we built four hardware architectures based on the choices of the end devices
(RPi and Nano) and the edge servers (i9 and i7). Each hardware architecture integrates diferent end devices
and edge servers, denoted by RPi+i9, RPi+i7, Nano+i9, and Nano+i7. For a fair comparison of the end-to-end
performance, we make sure the accuracy diference between the two compression approaches is less than 1% in
image classiication and object detection. In image classiication, the top-1 accuracy of all approaches is conigured
to near 85%. In object detection, the mAP@0.5 of all approaches are conigured to be near 50%.
The end-to-end oloading latency consists of the encoding latency (enc), the network transmission latency

(net), and the decoding latency (dec). Figure 14 and Figure 15 present the end-to-end oloading latency in image
classiication using WiFi and LTE, respectively. Figure 16 and Figure 17 present the end-to-end oloading latency
in object detection using WiFi and LTE, respectively. We observe that CICO reduces the end-to-end oloading
latency for CNN and JPEG in most hardware architectures and network conditions. For example, Figure 17 shows
that CICO reduces the end-to-end latency for the CNN encoder and JPEG by 35% and 15%, respectively. CICO
signiicantly reduces the network transmission latency by optimizing the compression algorithm and achieving a
higher bandwidth reduction at a similar analytics accuracy. The overhead of the CICO computation is the slightly
increased encoding and decoding latency. However, as can be seen from the igures, the computation cost of
utilizing low-level image features introduced by CICO is negligible in general.
A few exceptions are found when using CICO to compress images for oloading in WiFi. In these cases, the

end-to-end oloading latency is several milliseconds higher in CICO (e.g., Figure 14). The reason for the increased
latency is that the image size (32 × 32) is relatively small, while the network bandwidth in our ideal oice WiFi
(several hundred Mbps) is signiicantly high. As a result, the reduced network transmission latency is insuicient
to compensate for CICO’s encoding/decoding latency. However, we point out that this phenomenon is unlikely
to happen in more realistic situations where the environment has signiicantly lower and unstable bandwidth
(similar to or worse than LTE) and the image data to be oloaded are generally larger. We will also show that such
a minor latency discrepancy does not afect the expedited performance of the whole CICO oloading pipeline.

Since component-wise and end-to-end latency evaluate the performance of a system rather than the quality of
service that a system can deliver, we evaluate the end-to-end processing speed to examine the quality of service of
the visual analytics oloading. The highest component latency determines the processing speed among encoding,
network transmission, and decoding. Unlike the absolute numbers of latency, the processing speed provides users
and system designers an intuitive way to understand how CICO can achieve ultra-fast visual analytics oloading
compared to state-of-the-art compression techniques. Figure 18 and Figure 19 demonstrate the processing speed
in image classiication using WiFi and LTE, respectively. Figure 20 and Figure 21 demonstrate the processing
speed in object detection using WiFi and LTE, respectively. Comparing the processing speed with and without
CICO, we ind that CICO has signiicantly improved the processing speed in diferent hardware architectures and
network conditions. We observed up to a 2× speed up of the visual analytics oloading pipeline among all these
scenarios. The results of end-to-end processing speed conirm that CICO is faster and more appropriate than
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Fig. 14. End-to-end image processing and networking

latency breakdown over WiFi (CLS).
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Fig. 15. End-to-end image processing and networking

latency breakdown over LTE (CLS).
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Fig. 16. End-to-end image processing and networking

latency breakdown over WiFi (DET).
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Fig. 17. End-to-end image processing and networking

latency breakdown over LTE (DET).

existing compression techniques for time-sensitive vision apps that require a higher frame processing rate in
visual analytics oloading.

In sum, CICO reduces the end-to-end oloading latency and improves the processing speed for JPEG and the
CNN-based encoder in most hardware architectures and network conditions.

7.5 Profiling Cost

The proiling involves running the oline proiling stage (Figure 4) for two base compression modules on two
applications, CLS and DET, which results in four oline proiling stages. We set the number of conigurations to
explore to be 500. As discussed in Section 6.3, 100× 32 samples will be used for each coniguration. In each oline
proiling stage, a total of 500 × 100 × 32 = 1, 600, 000 images will be encoded, transmitted, decoded, and processed
by the application. The proiling is performed on a Linux server equipped with two Nvidia GeForce RTX 2080
GPUs. Table 3 compares the proiling cost of CICO with and without data sampling. For image classiication, the
oline proiling for each compression approach takes about 20 hours, while that without down-sampling is 15×
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Fig. 18. End-to-end image processing rate over WiFi
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Fig. 19. End-to-end image processing rate over LTE

(CLS).
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Fig. 20. End-to-end image processing rate over WiFi

(DET).
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Fig. 21. End-to-end image processing rate over LTE

(DET).

higher. For object detection, the proiling for each compression approach takes about 40 hours, less than 3% of
the case without down-sapling. Our proposed oline proiling method allows CICO to learn from the images and
the vision apps in a reasonable amount of time.

Table 3. The profiling cost with and without data sampling

(DS).

CICO CICO (wo/DS)

CLS 20h 300h

DET 40h 1500h

Table 4. Profiling Error.

Accuracy BW Reduction

CLS 2.7(±1.8)% 0.026(±0.049%)

DET 4.3(±1.5)% 0.34(±0.23)%

7.6 Profiling Error

To demonstrate the diference between the proile obtained using the training data and its performance of it on
the test data, we introduce the proiling error. It is deined as the absolute diference in the accuracy (or bandwidth
reduction) of the coniguration measured with the training and test data. The proiling error is averaged over all
conigurations on the proile (of CICO-J and CICO-C for two vision apps) and shown in Table 4. We can notice
that the proiling errors of the bandwidth reduction and the accuracy are generally small. This indicates that
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system designers can choose the coniguration on the proile to optimize the bandwidth resource utilization on
the end device.

7.7 Case Study

To visually show how CICO compresses images, we conduct the case study with CICO-J on two vision apps. We
arbitrarily choose three images of diferent categories from CIFAR10 (horse, automobile, and ship) and COCO2017
(person, sheep, and motorcycle), respectively. Two conigurations ((A) and (B)) are chosen for compressing images
from CIFAR10. Similarly, (C) and (D) are chosen for images from COCO2017. The accuracy and the compression
rate of conigurations (A)-(D) are listed in Table 5.

Table 5. Details of configurations (A)-(D).

Coniguration Vision App Accuracy Compression Rate

(A) MPL 0.535 0.793

(B) MPL 0.851 0.764

(C) YOLOv5 0.403 0.980

(D) YOLOv5 0.542 0.864

The compression results, including the original image, the compression quality, and the compressed image,
are shown in Figure 22 (MPL) and Figure 23 (YOLOv5). We can ind that CICO-J can assign a high compression
quality (a color close to red) to tiles covering the ROI. Hence, the tiles with a high compression quality preserve
most of the details after compression. For example, on the second row in Figure 22, we can ind the compressed
image (A) keeps most details of the front of the automobile. We can also notice the compression quality for the
same image, but diferent conigurations are distributed diferently to achieve diferent accuracy-compression
rate trade-ofs.

8 DISCUSSION

Adaptability of CICO. While CICO demonstrates adaptability to diverse network conditions through con-
igurable bitrates, it currently lacks the ability to adjust to varying computation constraints. Extending its
applicability to a wide range of devices, from IoT to smartphones, necessitates factoring in computation overhead
in the multi-objective optimization process. For example, optimizing the trade-of between compression rate
and accuracy while adhering to a computation latency constraint on the device. Addressing this issue could be
a potential avenue for future research, enabling CICO to seamlessly adapt to both computation and network
constraints.
Scalability of CICO. At present, CICO necessitates application-speciic proiling, which can be resource-

intensive, especially when targeting a broad range of applications. This poses a scalability challenge. Nonetheless,
certain vision applications, such as car detection and pedestrian tracking, may share functional similarities.
An approach to enhance scalability is by categorizing akin vision applications. This strategy can help manage
proiling costs at a reasonable level, even when dealing with a substantial number of target applications. However,
it’s important to note that addressing the scalability challenge lies beyond the scope of this current work.
Choice of the nonlinear function. The nonlinear function models the relationship between the feature

density and the compression quality. We selected the one in Equation 6 to strike a trade-of between training
complexity and compression performance. The nonlinear function can be deined in other forms if it maps a
density value in [0, 1] to a compression quality value in [0, 1]. It is also feasible to perform context derivation
with more parameters. However, it should be conigured carefully to achieve a speed comparable to traditional
image codecs like JPEG.
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Original Quality (A) Compressed (A) Quality (B) Compressed (B)

Fig. 22. Case study of compression for Image Classification (MPL). From top to botom: horse, automobile, and ship. From

let to right: the original image, the compression quality using configuration (A), the compressed image using configuration

(A), the compression quality using configuration (B), and the compressed image using configuration (B).

Choice of the base compression module. The choice of the compression method is generally lexible. It
can be any traditional, e.g., JPEG, or machine learning-based, e.g., DeepCOD, compression method. The base
compression method would need to operate in a way that compresses diferent image tiles with diferent qualities.
The other consideration is that an excessively complicated compression method should not be used because
the beneits introduced by CICO in bandwidth reduction and network latency reduction might be ofset by the
additional delay incurred in the encoding and decoding modules.
The vision-based application. In addition to image classiication and object detection, our approach is

generic and can be applied to other vision-based applications like car counting [32], and action detection [25]. As
long as a vision app explicitly outputs a metric that can evaluate the performance of an image dataset, CICO can
be used to learn the dataset and enhance the visual analytics oloading performance.

Comparison to the end-to-end training worklow. Our work provides an approach to optimize an image
codec with the codec itself and the vision application treated like black boxes. The black box means we cannot
calculate derivatives and perform back-propagation with it. This case is common when an image codec only
provides the encoded and decoded data, e.g., JPEG, and the vision application only provides its prediction based
on the input like many cloud services. However, when both the image codec and the vision application are
diferentiable, i.e., implemented with neural networks, it would be more optimal to use neural networks to design
the context extractor [9, 48] and have an end-to-end worklow to train it.

9 CONCLUSION

We present CICO, a novel compression framework that contextualizes and optimizes image compression for
visual analytics oloading at the edge. CICO is the irst low-bandwidth and low-latency compression framework
that optimizes the accuracy and bandwidth in visual analytics oloading. The compression problem is formulated

ACM Trans. Multimedia Comput. Commun. Appl.
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Original Quality (C) Compressed (C) Quality (D) Compressed (D)

Fig. 23. Case study of compression for Object Detection (YOLOv5). From top to botom: people, sheep, and vehicles. From

let to right: the original image, the compression quality using configuration (C), the compressed image using configuration

(C), the compression quality using configuration (D), and the compressed image using configuration (D).

as a MOO problem, and the Pareto front of the problem is approximated by a MOBO-based exploration optimizer
and an eicient data sampler. We evaluate the performance of CICO in extensive experimental settings. Our
results show that, compared to state-of-the-art compression approaches, CICO elevates the accuracy-bandwidth
trade-of and the end-to-end quality of service of visual analytics oloading at the edge.
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